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Abstract—Erosion damage in hydraulic turbines is a common
problem caused by the impact of sediments entrained in the
fluid. Simulating this erosion process is very challenging because
of the wide range of time and space scales involved. Conforming
to the nature of the problem, a novel multiscale model of erosion
is presented in this paper. Two different scales are simulated:
a microscopic scale resolving the sediment impacts and the
local material erosion, and a macroscopic scale accounting for
the sediment transport and the global erosion distribution. A
communication strategy between these scales allows reproducing
the original coupled problem, enabling the simulation of the
erosion process of a real-world component without relying on
erosion correlations. The slurry jet erosion case is chosen for
validating the proposed model. The global erosion rate and the
local erosion depth are compared against their experimental
counterparts, showing good agreement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hydroabrasive erosion is a complex phenomenon which
consists in the gradual removal of material from a surface
in contact with a sediment-laden flow. Hydraulic machines,
as well as several other industrial components, are subject to
hydroabrasive erosion, which results in efficiency degradation,
cavitation enhancement, increased vibration and outage for ex-
pensive repairs [1]. This erosion damage can be diminished by
a combination of design, operation and maintenance choices,
e.g. surface coatings, ad hoc turbine geometry, strategic shut-
down in periods of high sediment concentration, periodic
welding repairs, etc; any such choice yields some reduction
in damage at a given economic cost. The ability to predict
the erosion damage a turbine under specific conditions will
experience would prove invaluable in the aforementioned cost-
reduction decision making.
The erosion damage of a given surface depends on a wide
range of parameters [2]. Perhaps the most relevant ones are
the angle and velocity at which sediments tend to impact the
surface, as well as the size of the particles. These impact
conditions depend on other factors such as the fluid and
flow characteristics such as density, viscosity and turbulence.
Moreover, the damage induced by these impact conditions is
very sensitive to the surface material properties, as well as the
sediment shape and hardness.
Six decades of experimental investigations have provided
important insight into the mechanisms driving this complex
phenomenon. Finnie [3]–[5] investigated the erosion charac-
teristics of ductile and brittle materials and proposed simple
analytical models to predict the amount of mass removed
by any given impact. Bitter [6], [7] proposed another ana-
lytical model based on studies of two erosion mechanisms
on ductile materials: the accumulation of plastic deformation,
predominant at high impact angles, and the removal of material
by cutting, effective at low impact angles. Both of these
models are still used to date on a variety of empirical erosion
correlations [2]. Shewmon [8] highlighted the importance of
the rate of strain and thermal effects, as well as the formation
of lips and craters on the surface of the metal which play an
important role in subsequent impacts. In spite of these insights,
experimental investigations under laboratory conditions are
seldom transposable to real conditions because of the lack of
dynamic similarity between model and prototype [2], which
cannot be achieved due to the large number of parameters
involved in the erosion phenomenon. Similarly, the available
erosion correlations lack generality and predictive power [9],
undermining their applicability.
Numerical simulations have been used to study the erosion
phenomenon following two very different approaches. On the
one hand, the microscopic details of high strain-rate solid
particle impacts have been studied with both the finite element
method [10]–[12] and smoothed particle hydrodynamics [13]–
[15]. Even though the sophisticated constitutive modeling
used in this approach allows capturing the thermomechanical
behavior of the impacted surface, it is only applicable to
microscopic domains due to its high computational cost. In
other words, this approach provides the great advantage of
calculating the erosion based on the physical behavior of
the material, yet it is not applicable to real-world erosion
problems. On the other hand, the second approach that has
been used to model hydroabrasive erosion relies on tracking
the sediment particles using computational fluid dynamics
[16]–[18]. Although applicable to large, real-world erosion
problems, this approach lacks the microscopic resolution to
model the sediment impacts. It therefore has to fall back on
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erosion correlations to close the system, i.e. determine the
amount of material removed by any given impact, as well as
the sediment rebound velocity. Even though it is possible to
find a correlation that can be tunned to any particular data set,
it has been found that such tunned correlations perform very
poorly on any other data set [9], as expected. Accordingly, the
predictive power of this approach is very limited.
In this paper, a novel multiscale model of erosion is pre-
sented which takes advantage of the benefits of the afore-
mentioned approaches. It enables simulating the erosion of
a macroscopic domain whilst relying on microscopic simula-
tions to calculate the impact-induced erosion. In Section II we
present the mathematical models used, as well as the proposed
multiscale strategy. Section III details the experimental vali-
dation of the model results. We draw a short discussion and
conclusion in Section IV.
II. MODELING
A. Governing equations
The mass, linear momentum and energy conservation equa-
tions are solved for the three phases modeled: solid, fluid and
sediment. They are expressed as
dρ
dt
+ ρ∇·C = 0 (1)
ρ
dC
dt
= ∇· (s− pI) + f (2)
ρcp
∂T
∂t
= κ∇2T + q˙ (3)
where ρ is the density, C is the velocity, p is the pressure, T is
the temperature, s is the deviatoric stress tensor, f is the sum
of volumetric and surface forces, q˙ is the sum of heat sinks
and sources, and ddt denotes the material derivative. Constant
heat capacity cp and thermal conductivity κ are assumed in
(3) when dealing with the solid, whereas the fluid and the
sediments are both assumed isothermal.
1) Fluid constitutive model: The fluid is assumed New-
tonian and weakly compressible; its pressure is therefore
obtained from an equation of state. The following form of
the Tait equation is usually considered for water [19]
p =
ρ◦a2
γ
((
ρ
ρ◦
)γ
− 1
)
(4)
where ρ◦ is the reference density, a is the speed of sound and
γ is set to 7. For a Newtonian fluid, using Boussinesq’s eddy
viscosity assumption, it follows that
s = 2(µ+ µt)
(
ε˙− 1
3
tr(ε˙)I
)
− 2
3
ρkI (5)
where µ is the dynamic viscosity, µt is the turbulence viscos-
ity, k is the turbulence kinetic energy and ε˙ is the strain rate
tensor, given by
ε˙ =
1
2
(∇C + (∇C)T ). (6)
The standard k- turbulence model with the standard wall
function is used to calculate the turbulence viscosity. Although
relatively simple, this model has been shown to provide the
same sediment flux prediction for a variety of impinging jet
erosion test cases, compared to the low-Reynolds number k-ω
SST model [9].
2) Sediment transport model: The sediment particles are
modeled as rigid; their mass and volume are constant, therefore
(2) reduces to Newton’s second law:
m
dC
dt
= mg + fs + ff + fh (7)
where m is the sediment particle mass. The sediment-solid
contact force, fs, is calculated using a penalty method based
on Hertz’s contact theory, whereas the friction force, ff , is
obtained from a static-kinetic Coulomb model.
The hydrodynamic force felt by the sediments, fh, takes into
account several contributions. The most important one is the
drag force, which is modeled using the drag coefficient correla-
tion by Haider and Levenspiel [20] for non-spherical particles.
The second most important hydrodynamic contribution is the
force due to the fluid pressure gradient. Additionally, the
effects of added mass, shear lift and buoyancy are also taken
into account. For information concerning these formulations,
the interested reader is referred to [21], [22].
In order to account for the effect of turbulence, we use
the eddy interaction model by Gosman and Ioannides [23].
It assumes that each sediment interacts with a single eddy
at a time, whose characteristic length, strength, and duration
are calculated based on the local turbulence properties. The
eddy induces a velocity fluctuation proportional to its strength,
which affects the relative velocity between sediment and fluid,
and therefore has an effect on the drag, added mass and lift
forces.
We use a one-way coupling for the sediment transport: Only
the fluid has an effect on the sediments. Neglecting the effect
of the sediments on the fluid momentum is justified given the
very low concentrations involved, which are commonly below
1% mass ratio.
3) Solid constitutive and damage models: The solid is
modeled as homogeneous, isotropic and elasto-plastic. The
linear stress-strain constitutive relation used in the elastic
regime can we expressed as
σ = λ1tr(ε)I + 2λ2ε (8)
where λi are Lame´’s elasticity coefficients, ε is the elastic
strain and σ = s− pI is Cauchy’s stress tensor.
To calculate the pressure, the temperature-corrected Mie-
Gru¨nesen equation of state is used:
p = ρ◦a2µg
1 + (1− γ◦2 )µg
[1− (S − 1)µg]2
+ γ◦ρ◦cp(T − T◦) (9)
where µg = ρρ◦ − 1, a is the bulk speed of sound, T◦ is the
reference temperature, γ◦ is Gru¨neisen’s parameter and S is
the linear Hugoniot slope coefficient [24].
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The radial return plasticity algorithm [25] is used together
with the von Mises yield criterion to evolve the stress and in-
duce the appropriate increases in plastic strain upon integration
of the Jaumann rate of stress.
The Johnson-Cook [26] strength and damage models are
used to calculate the yield stress and the failure plastic
strain, respectively. They include the effects of nonlinear strain
hardening, strain rate, thermal softening and triaxiality, and can
be written as
σy =
[
A1 +A2ε
n
p
] [
1 +A3 ln
ε˙p
ε˙◦
]
[1− Tmh ] (10)
εpf =
[
D1 +D2 exp
(
D3
p
σv
)][
1 +D4 ln
ε˙p
ε˙◦
]
[1 +D5Th]
(11)
where Ai and Di are material constants, εp is the equivalent
plastic strain, n is the strain hardening exponent, ε˙p is the
plastic strain rate, ε˙◦ is the reference strain rate, Th is
the homologous temperature and m is the thermal softening
exponent.
The accumulation of plastic strain leads to material failure in
ductile metals, in which case the affected particle is removed
from the system. This occurs once the material damage, δ,
reaches a value of 1.0. The cumulative damage law is written
as
δ =
∑
i
∆εp,i
εpf ,i
(12)
where ∆εp,i is the plastic strain increment for time step i, and
εpf ,i is the failure plastic strain for time step i, according to
(11).
Two heat sources are included within (3). The thermoplastic
heating contribution is modeled as
q˙p = β (σ : ε˙p) (13)
where β is the fraction of the plastic work converted to heat.
The frictional contact contribution can be expressed as
q˙f = η
ff ·Cr
Af
(14)
where η is the fraction of the friction heat transfered to the
solid, Cr is the relative velocity between sediment and solid,
and Af is the contact area. The material properties determine
η for each body according to the following expression [27]
η1 =
(
1 +
√
κ2cp2ρ2
κ1cp1ρ1
)-1
(15)
where κi, cpi and ρi are the thermal conductivity, heat capacity
and density of body i.
B. The finite volume particle method
The aforementioned models are discretized using the finite
volume particle method (FVPM), which is a recently devel-
oped meshless method that takes advantage of many of the
desirable features of conventional mesh-based finite volume
methods, while maintaining the convenience of the particle-
based approach.
FVPM is based on an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
formulation, providing computational nodes the flexibility to
move with an arbitrary velocity. This flexibility implies a
convenient advantage for handling moving interfaces. FVPM
is therefore well suited for free surface flow problems as
well as cases where significant deformations are expected,
such as particle impact simulations where traditional mesh-
based methods suffer from excessive mesh distortion and
tangling [13], [14]. Unlike SPH, FVPM is both consistent and
conservative [28]. Furthermore, it has recently been shown to
provide higher accuracy compared to SPH, achieving second-
order convergence [29].
FVPM can be understood as a generalization of the tra-
ditional finite volume method [30], with spherical volumes,
i.e. particles, that are allowed to move and overlap. The
flux exchange between volumes is weighted by interaction
vectors, analogous to the area vectors defined on the surfaces
of traditional finite volumes. These interaction vectors are
integrated exactly by using sphere-supported top-hat kernel
overlaps.
Inviscid and pressure fluxes are computed using AUSM+,
an approximate Riemann solver proposed by Liou [31] and
extended by Luo et al. [32] for the ALE formulation. Time
integration is performed with the second-order explicit Runge-
Kutta scheme. For a detailed derivation of the 3D-FVPM
formulation, the exact computation of interaction vectors using
spherical-support kernels, several validation cases and appli-
cations, the reader is referred to [19], [28], [29], [33]–[35].
C. Multiscale modeling of the erosion process
Most phenomena in nature have a multiscale character, such
that the observable macroscopic behavior emerges from count-
less microscopic interactions [36], [37]. The direct numerical
simulation of all these interactions is oftentimes intractable
for any problem of interest. Specific multiscale strategies have
therefore been developed to tackle this type of problem, for
instance [38]–[41]. The general denominator of this kind of
strategy can be stated as: decouple the problem into a set
of subproblems according to the characteristic scales present;
formulate models suitable for the level of detail required in
each subproblem; design a communication algorithm such that
the results of the detailed microscale model are used to provide
closure to the coarser macroscale model.
Not surprisingly, the particle impact erosion phenomenon is
inherently multiscale. It is a gradual process over large-scale
surfaces, yet it is caused by countless microscopic, ephemeral
particle impacts. Its multiscale nature explains the difficulty
in simulating this problem, as well as the two approaches that
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have thus far been used: either the simulation of a handful
of impacts on a microscopic domain, or the simulation of
macroscopic correlation-based erosion. The novel multiscale
model proposed uses the information provided by microscale
impact simulations to provide closure to the macroscale ero-
sion simulation, avoiding the use of uncertain correlations to
estimate the amount of mass removed by any given impact.
By decoupling the sediment impact and transport processes,
the computational intensity of the problem is significantly
reduced. The restrictive time steps and fine discretization
inherent to the solid model are only required for the microscale
impact simulations, whereas the hydrodynamic transport sim-
ulation benefits from much longer time steps and coarser
discretization, in line with its slow dynamics and large domain.
The challenge lies in designing the communication necessary
between scales in order to reproduce the original coupled
problem. We opt for a sequential multiscale strategy whereby
a set of microscale impact simulations is performed before
launching the macroscale transport simulation. Although a
concurrent multiscale approach is possible in principle, e.g.
perform a microscale simulation every time an impact is
detected in the macroscale simulation, the enormous number
of impacts expected and number of microscale domains re-
quired renders this possibility unpractical. The details of each
submodel are explained hereafter.
1) Microscale modeling: Solid particle impacts: Any given
microscale simulation involves a solid material sample receiv-
ing a large number of sediment impacts at constant conditions,
e.g. particle size, impact velocity and angle. The space of pos-
sible impact conditions is explored by performing a finite set of
independent microscale simulations whose aggregated results
serve as closure to the macroscale model. The information
extracted from the simulations is two-fold: the average particle
rebound velocity in the form of restitution coefficients, and the
steady-state erosion rate at those particular impact conditions.
The latter one is defined as the slope of the accumulated
eroded mass vs. accumulated erodent mass curve, which only
becomes linear after an initial incubation period within which
plastic strain accumulates on the sample. Between 100 and 300
impacts are required before the solid starts to fail (δ > 1.0)
and the erosion curve reaches a steady-state slope.
Fig. 1 illustrates the computational domain for one of the
microscale simulations used in the validation test case. Two
simplifications are used in the proposed model. First, similar
to [42], [43], we disregard the effect of the fluid within the
microscale model, since the presence or absence of liquid at
the instant of impact has a negligible effect for the impact
results [44] at the high Stokes number of about 500 character-
istic of sand sediments in water at typical transport velocities.
This disregard for the effect of the fluid during the collision
instant should not be confused with the significant effect the
fluid has before it, which is captured by the macroscale model.
Second, heat conduction in the solid is neglected such that
the temperature only changes through the source terms q˙i.
Indeed, the impact dynamics considered is so fast that the
heat generated by the plastic deformation of the metal has
no time to diffuse during the impact duration, leading to
an adiabatic temperature increase [8], [42]. Unphysical heat
accumulation during successive impacts is avoided by relaxing
the temperature back to the reference level after each impact.
By using this approach, the local temperature increase and
its effect on the material response are considered, without the
need to solve the conjugate heat transfer problem.
2) Macroscale modeling: Solid particle transport: The
macroscale model is in charge of solving the turbulent sed-
iment transport through the domain. The solid surface being
eroded is discretized by a single layer of fixed particles which
acts as a no-slip wall with respect to the fluid. These particles
also serve as the bridge between scales: Each time a sediment
contacts one of these particles, the set of microscale simulation
results is interpolated based on the current impact conditions
(velocity, angle, diameter) in order to define the outcome of the
collision. That is, the restitution coefficients calculated from
the detailed microscale simulations determine the fraction of
the normal and tangential impact velocities that is conserved.
Similarly, the steady-state erosion rate interpolated from mi-
croscale results, together with the impacting sediment mass,
determine the amount of mass removed by the collision. Note
that, unlike the solid particles in the microscale model, the
macroscale wall particles are never eroded away; they only
store a scalar value of removed mass.
As the simulation advances, the wall particles accumulate
the information pertaining to each impact, providing prob-
ability density distributions of impact conditions, as well
as erodent flux and total eroded mass, at each point on
the surface. After a large number of sediments have been
injected through the inlet boundary, one obtains a statistically-
significant erosion distribution over the surface of interest.
Fig. 1. Microscale model domain comprised of the inlet, impacting spherical
sediments and the solid sample, which is only half-visible. A detailed view
of the eroded zone after 150 impacts is also presented.
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III. MODEL VALIDATION
A. Test case description
The slurry jet erosion of a flat plate is chosen as the
validation test case because it includes all the aforementioned
phenomena reduced to their simplest expression. We use the
experimental data by Sugiyama, Harada and Hattori [16]. They
conducted slurry erosion tests on oxygen-free copper JIS-
C1020 at a jet velocity C◦ = 10 ms-1 and impingement angle
of 90◦. The jet nozzle, with a radius r◦ = 1.5 mm, was set
with a standoff distance of 25 mm. The slurry was prepared
with water and silica sand to a concentration of 1% by weight.
They performed profilometry of the erosion pattern as well as
measuring the overall erosion rate.
The material properties and model parameters required to
perform our simulations are taken from [24], [26], [45]. The
macroscale domain comprises the 3 mm diameter slurry jet
impinging on a 10 mm × 10 mm flat plate, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. The standoff distance was set to 5 mm to save
computational resources. This choice is justified because no
discernible difference in the flow field was noticed above this
distance, partly because no jet dispersion occurs since we do
not model the air phase.
The sediment diameters are randomly drawn from a Weibull
distribution according to the experimental data [16] and then
randomly seeded on the inlet boundary with the same velocity
as the fluid. The normal distance between successive sediment
injections is chosen such that the experimental concentration is
reproduced. Unlike common CFD particle tracking, our model
does take into account inter-sediment collisions.
The experimental Reynolds number and the distribution
pipe length suggest a fully developed turbulent flow at the
inlet. Consequently, Nikuradse’s [46] velocity and turbulence
profiles for straight pipe flow are specified on that boundary.
Inlet
Fig. 2. Macroscale model comprised of the flat plate, the inlet and the
impinging jet, which is only half-visible. The sediments within a 1 mm3 box
are rendered, whereas all the rest are excluded for the sake of clarity.
The microscale domain, presented in Fig. 1, comprises the
copper sample and a circular inlet through which the sediments
are injected. A parametric analysis has been performed to
assess the dependence of the erosion rate results on the
microscale simulation setup. Aspects such as the size of the
area where the impacts are allowed to occur, the separation
between successive impacts, the size of the domain and the
level of discretization refinement are chosen to ensure that
the results are independent of the setup. A resolution of 16
solid particles per sediment diameter is used. The microscale
simulations are performed for the following impact angles:
30, 45, 60 and 90◦, and impact velocities: 50, 80, and 100
ms-1. Such high velocities are necessary to estimate the erosion
rate within a reasonable number of impacts (100 to 300 in
this particular case) due to the constraints to computational
time; these results are then extrapolated to the lower impact
velocities occurring in the test case.
A convergence analysis of the sediment impact condition
distributions in terms of the fluid resolution suggests an
independent result with 32 fluid particles per jet diameter.
It was also found that the required amount of sediments to
achieve converged distributions of the variables of interest on
the surface was about 3x105.
B. Validation Results
Given the axisymmetry of the problem, the results are
azimuthally-averaged to allow for a quantitative chart repre-
sentation. Fig. 3 depicts the sediment flux as a function of
radial position, both across the inlet boundary and against the
copper surface. Note that the integral of these two curves needs
not be equal since not every sediment entering the domain
impacts the surface once; some impact it more than once while
others never impact.
It is clear that the highest sediment flux against the surface
occurs below the jet inlet, where the sediments struggle to
follow the highly curved fluid streamlines. This inertia-driven
process is dependent on the sediment diameter, with smaller
particles following the fluid more closely. This explains why
the average diameter of impacting particles, also shown in Fig.
3, is greater below the inlet. Note that the sediment flux does
not vanish even when the mean fluid velocity is parallel to the
surface (r/r◦ >∼ 2.0) because of the effect of turbulence. As
expected, such turbulent velocity fluctuations have a greater
effect on low-inertia particles, as evidenced by the decreasing
average diameter with increasing radial position trend.
The sediment flux is not the best predictor of erosion;
it is all about the impact conditions, rather than the bare
number of impacts. Fig. 4 depicts the average impact angle
and velocity as a function of distance from the jet center.
Note that the standard deviation, depicted by the error bars,
represents the average impact condition variability at a given
radial position; it is calculated as the azimuthal average of the
standard deviation stored in each wall particle, itself a function
of the impacts which that particle registered. In other words,
the depicted standard deviation is not a measure of azimuthal
variability, which is almost nonexistent.
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Fig. 3. Sediment flux through the inlet and against the copper surface, and
average diameter of impacting particles as functions of the distance to the jet
center normalized by the jet radius r◦.
The particle transport behavior presented in Fig. 4 is the
following: The area underneath the jet inlet is characterized
by low-velocity impacts at normal incidence, due to the low-
velocity stagnation region and the jet orientation, respectively.
Conversely, the particles which follow the fluid streamlines to
a greater extend end up impacting at higher velocity and lower
impact angle further downstream.
Note that the impact condition which a specific particle
will be subject to does not only depend on its size, but
also on its initial position on the inlet boundary and on
turbulence-induced randomness. These circumstances explain
the relatively high standard deviation in both impact velocity
and angle.
The interaction of the microscale erosion model results
and the distributions of impact conditions and erodent flux
gives rise to the eroded mass profile presented in Fig. 5. As
further discussed in Section IV, the eroded mass after the short
simulation time is extrapolated to calculate the eroded mass
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Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental [16] and numerical eroded depth profiles
after one hour. The experimental error bars represent the average standard
deviation of averaging two coplanar profilometry measurements.
after one hour, therefore allowing the comparison with the
experimental profilometry data.
Fig. 5 evidences a good agreement between the exper-
imental data and the simulation results. Furthermore, the
global erosion rate also compares well: 3.42 mg kg-1, a 16%
difference with respect to the value of 2.95 mg kg-1 reported in
the experiment. These results are very encouraging and serve
as initial validation of the proposed multiscale erosion model.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As illustrated in Fig. 5, the predicted eroded depth does not
vanish near r/r◦ = 3, in disagreement with the experiment.
This implies that if a larger domain were to be simulated,
the global erosion rate would be further overpredicted. This
mismatch is perhaps due to an overprediction of turbulence
intensity in the thin liquid film resulting from the impinging
jet divergence. Local refinement would be required to better
capture the velocity and turbulence profiles in this thin film;
only a handful of particle do so in the presented results.
The assumption of constant erosion rate implicit in the
choice of extrapolating the results of a short macroscale
simulation to compare with an hour-long experiment may be
challenged on the grounds of the erosion delay due to the
incubation period, or on the effect of the surface alteration
on the erosion rate. The former objection is not relevant,
since the erosion incubation period is accounted for in the
microscale simulations; even if the macroscale simulations
are short, they do represent the long-term erosion behavior in
virtue of the steady-state erosion rate they use, calculated from
the long microscale simulations. The latter objection is not
justified for this particular case, since the surface modification
(erosion depth corresponding to about 0.3% of the jet diameter
after one hour) should not induce any significant change in
the sediment transport hydrodynamics. We acknowledge that,
for cases where the surface modification becomes significant,
the altered hydrodynamics may lead to a modified erosion
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rate distribution, in which case the extrapolation from a short
macroscale simulation would induce additional error.
In this paper, we have presented a novel multiscale model
for the simulation of sediment impact erosion. Conforming to
the multiscale nature of the phenomenon, we simulate two dif-
ferent scales which account for the sediment impacts and their
hydrodynamic transport. A sequential communication strategy
is employed to reproduce the original coupled problem. This
novel approach allows simulating the erosion process over
macroscopic surfaces based on detailed impact simulations
instead of erosion correlations.
The validation presented in this paper is very encouraging.
Both the erosion distribution and the global erosion rate agree
within 16% of their experimental counterparts. This level
of error is an improvement over the state-of-the-art erosion
simulations based on correlations [9]. Future work is focused
on a wider model validation, as well as on considering the
sediment shape and elasticity in the impact simulations.
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